Kurdish State Must Precede Palestinian

"A Kurdish state giving solace to nearly 40 million Kurds must precede any Palestinian state", says independent, London-based researcher Don Stewart.  Mr Stewart, who has researched the Kurds' descent from the ancient Chaldeans, also says, "however, Iranian, Turkish and Syrian fears of such a state are at the same time a well-founded, ancient and historical concern."

Based on a paper he has written about the Middle East Crises Mr Stewart explains that 'Palestine'-Israel issues come fourth, or fifth if oil is included, down a list of priorities after resolving Arabian (former Hejaz and Nejd), Jordanian and other boundary settings, and the Kurdish state issue, Mr Stewart also says, "it is likely that only Israel can in the long term guarantee each country's security against the others because only Israel's Jewish nation has been outside the region in diaspora and is effectively the only neutral nation in the region, despite problems over the last 60 years".

Mr Stewart says that his historical research, in uncovering overlooked information, especially in Hebrew sources, has discovered the real reason for the Kurds' own 'diaspora'.  According to the research, the Euphrates and Tigris rivers lost some of their head-waters around 1000 to 800 BC as a result of the early stages of the Global Warming after 2450 BC's Great Flood.  Deposits of soil into the Persian Gulf added to the ancient Kurds' woes as their great Babylonian agricultural delta in the modern Southern Iraq started absorbing salt water from the Gulf by osmosis and other natural processes.  "It was the turning of this delta into a great desert that drove the Kurdish agriculturalists out of the ancient Chaldean-Babylon nation in the former Sumer, Shinar, or today's Southern Iraq", said Mr Stewart.

As the refugee Kurds moved northwards, their Assyrian cousins could not or would not support them and built places for them in their current locations.  Mr Stewart says, "this is the only way to reconcile various statements from Biblical-Jewish and hieroglyphic-Egyptian sources the latter being misdated by massive chronological errors as a result of ancient Egyptian, Hellenic Egyptian, Greek and modern scholars' confusion".  Mr Stewart says, "the chronological confusion has also obscured an admittedly confusing arrangement of names [Kurd, Chasdim, Chuldee or Chaldee, Chittite (Hittite) and Kheta especially as reflected in the names Nebuchadnezzar and Nebuchadrezzar] that essentially covers the same people, today's Kurds."  He added, "London-based Kurds from 'Qaladize', meaning 'tower between two rivers,' in 'Kurdistan', also exhibit unawareness of their nation's ancient heritage going back to the land of the 'Tower of Babel (Babylon)'".  "These problems of history, or lack thereof, concerning nearly 40 million Kurds, cannot be ignored", says Mr Stewart, who called for an "international conference to consider his paper and find ways for Mid-East peoples to reconcile their long-standing differences that essentially emanate from one of the world's earliest climate-change disasters".

Mr Stewart said, "former Prime Minister of Britain, Tony Blair's attempts to broker any peace between warring Palestinians and Israel must founder because the actual issue today, ignorant of the real ancient-historical issues, seems to be to keep the 'Palestinian' issue on front pages and block-out the Kurdish issue from newspapers".  He added, "instead an informal alliance between Iran, Turkey and Syria appears to be moving with ever-growing threats against Kurds as they relentlessly move to independence in North Iraq, potentially proving a comment from diplomat Sir David Hannay that 'Kurds would be wiped out if they pushed for an independent state'".  Mr Stewart said " Sir David said this privately to him at a London Centre-Forum conference in 2006".

Mr Stewart concluded, "it would be far better to sit down and take a long hard look at the historical issues that lie behind nearly 3000 years of tragic measure and counter-measure in this theatre that has led to untold loss of life over that period, dwarfing the horrific carnage of recent years but, fearfully, not that yet to come if current ignorance continues."  

